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ABSTRACT
This study guide aims to stimulate research on bioterrorism and mechanisms to combat and
prevent biological warfare, and it must serve only as a base material for the preparation of
delegates to Mini SOI. Starting from this objective, the guide describes the international
organization that will be simulated, INTERPOL, contemplating its history, competence,
principles and structure. Then, it discusses the history of bioweapons usage and their main
events, as well as a list of the main bioweapons of the present time and is intended to conduct
a reflection on the mechanisms to engage and prevent biological warfare. Along this guide, an
exploratory research methodology was adopted, as well as a descriptive and didactic language
to make the theme more accessible to high school students, despite the technicality of it.
Remembering that the purpose of this document is to lead you into your own research, and in
no way you should limit yourself to these pages.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Initially, the purpose of this document is to be a guide to a first contact about what will
be this committee, as well as to talk about the roots of INTERPOL and the theme that we will
simulate. In other words, this is a guide to lead the delegations into their own research, clarifying
in a satisfactory way important aspects of the history of INTERPOL, from its foundation to
some current problems, with a focus on our theme.
The use of biological material as an offensive arsenal is dated to many years, records
of this type have been in place since the 14th century, that is, this is a theme that is present, and
needs attention against the international community. Their discussion is of great importance,
both to understand what can be done to better manage existing technologies and to seek
solutions to contain possible threats.
Therefore, this document is based on the collection of data and research on the subject,
providing technical and objective information on bioterrorism and its consequences, in order to
serve as a basis for a more in-depth investigation from the delegations. Finally, a satisfactory
command of bioterrorism defense and prevention mechanisms is expected, to conduct an
efficient debate that serves the purpose of clarifying the issues that the international community
presents.

9

2 INTERPOL’S HISTORY
The initial idea for the genesis of an organization dealing with prevention and control
of crimes that transcend the national scope, while also promoting international cooperation for
the solution of several types of crimes, was born in April 1914, during the first International
Police Congress (IPC), held in Monaco. That event brought representatives from at least 24
countries, and lead to the creation of a document byname Summary of the Wishes1.
Inside that document, twelve circumstances were made expressing what would have
to be done, according to those 24 nations’ point of view, to develop these initial aims during
the following years.2 Those wishes served as a guide of goals to be done, and one century after,
several of those goals were carried out or tools were created to fulfill them. As an example, the
first wish was to see direct official contacts between police forces of many countries to facilitate
the action of criminal justice.3 So, on account of it, National Central Bureaus (NCBs)4 were
created and have become a crucial feature of INTERPOL.
However, about nine years later, in 1923, the international crime had grown
significantly, affecting mainly Austria. Consequently, members of the criminal police forces of
20 nations met in Vienna and gave rise to the first indications of INTERPOL, known as
International Criminal Police Commission (ICPC), which its first president was an Austrian
called Johann Schober.5 Four years after the creation of that Commission, the 4th General
Assembly proposed that each country establish a structure that would be the forerunner of the
NCB, a central point of contact within the police structure.6
Thereat, from the 1930s to the 1946, there was a significant development of modes to
prevent and control transnational crime, such as departments to take particular care of currency
counterfeiting, criminal records and passport forgery.7 Moreover, a new statute created the post
of Secretary General in 1932, and in 1935, the Organization was able to promote an independent

1

INTERPOL. SUMMARY OF THE WISHES. Retrieved from: https://www.interpol.int/AboutINTERPOL/History/1914-2014/INTERPOL-1914-2014/1914/Summary-of-the-Wishes. Accessed in Feb. 12,
2019.
2
Ibidem.
3
Ibidem.
4
INTERPOL. Structure and governance: National Central Bureaus. Retrieved from:
https://www.interpol.int/About-INTERPOL/Structure-and-governance/National-Central-Bureaus. Accessed in
Feb. 12, 2019.
5
ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA. INTERPOL: International Organization. Retrieved from:
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Interpol. Accessed in Feb. 12, 2019.
6
INTERPOL. Key dates: Stories and photos of the milestones in our history. Retrieved from:
https://www.interpol.int/Who-we-are/Our-history/Key-dates. Accessed in Apr. 16, 2019.
7
Ibidem.
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telecommunication system, which could be used only by police authorities.8 Nonetheless, in the
middle of World War II, Austria was annexed and ICPC’s data was acquired by Berlin, leading
to the end of the Commission’s activities.9
It was only in 1946 that the Organization was rebuilt, with its new headquarters set up
in Paris, and its new color-coded notice system initiated, as a way to comply the D item of the
Summary of The Wishes.10 Over the years, in 1949, The United Nations granted a status of
consultative for ICPC, and in 1956, its new Constitution11 lead ICPC to become the
International Criminal Police Organization-INTERPOL, which is also ICPO-INTERPOL or
just INTERPOL.
From 1971, The United Nations recognized INTERPOL as an intergovernmental
organization. By the end of 1990’s International Police created its INTERPOL Criminal
Information System (ICIS), which was fundamental to complete the B item of Summary of The
Wishes, the identifications system. In the early 21st century, the post of executive director,
having the duty to oversee several directorates, was created after the September 11 attacks.
Since then, INTERPOL has been developing daily ways to meet its priorities, with an
integration of 194 member countries that seek the same goal.12

8

Ibidem.
Ibidem.
10
INTERPOL. INTERPOL 1914-2014: 100 years of international police cooperation. Retrieved from:
https://www.interpol.int/About-INTERPOL/History/1914-2014/INTERPOL-1914-2014/INTERPOL-19142014/12-wishes-then-and-now. Accessed in Feb. 12, 2019.
11
INTERPOL. Constitution of the ICPO-INTERPOL. Retrieved from:
https://www.interpol.int/Media/Files/Legal-material/Reference-Documents/Constitution. Accessed in Feb. 14,
2019.
12
Ibidem.
9
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3 INTERPOL’S STRUCTURE, COMPETENCES AND PRINCIPLES
INTERPOL's structure is divided into five ways of developing its activities, the
General Assembly, Executive Committee, Commission for the Control of INTERPOL’s Files,
General Secretariat and National Bureaus.13 Initially, however, it is fundamental to know that
the Organization is composed by people from member countries, which can be represented by
one or more delegates.14 Nevertheless, only one of these representatives may have voting power
at the General Assembly (articles 7 and 13 of the Constitution), which is held at least once a
year, being the supreme body of authority (articles 6 and 9).15
The main functions of the annual meeting are to determine the principles and the
appropriate measures to achieve the objectives of INTERPOL, taking all the major decisions
about policy, resources, working methods, finances, activities and programs.16 Furthermore,
article 3 of the Constitution is also clear by stating that INTERPOL is permanently forbidden
of undertaking acts of police, military, religious or racial intervention from INTERPOL are
permanently prohibited.17 It means that the Organization has no coercive competence, unless it
is necessary to engage in anti-terrorist activities, however the circumstances are certain and
very well defined.18
Another composition of the Organization is the Executive Committee (EC). Pursuant
to article 15 of the Constitution, the EC consists of a President, three vice-presidents and nine
delegates, all of them are elected by the General Assembly.19 The current leader is a South
Korean called Kim Jong Yang, with the vice presidents being an African, an American and an
European, being a rule that all participants in this division must be from different countries.20
13

INTERPOL. Structure and governance. Retrieved from: https://www.interpol.int/AboutINTERPOL/Structure-and-governance/Introduction. Accessed in Feb. 14, 2019.
14
INTERPOL. Structure and governance. Retrieved from: https://www.interpol.int/AboutINTERPOL/Structure-and-governance/Introduction. Accessed in Feb. 14, 2019.
15
INTERPOL. Constitution of the ICPO-INTERPOL. Retrieved from:
https://www.interpol.int/Media/Files/Legal-material/Reference-Documents/Constitution. Accessed in Feb. 14,
2019.
16
INTERPOL. Structure and governance. Retrieved from: https://www.interpol.int/AboutINTERPOL/Structure-and-governance/Introduction. Accessed in Feb. 14, 2019.
17
INTERPOL. Constitution of the ICPO-INTERPOL. Retrieved from:
https://www.interpol.int/Media/Files/Legal-material/Reference-Documents/Constitution. Accessed in Feb. 14,
2019.
18
ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA. INTERPOL: International Organization. Retrieved from:
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Interpol#ref249129. Accessed in Feb. 14, 2019.
19
INTERPOL. Constitution of the ICPO-INTERPOL. Retrieved from:
https://www.interpol.int/Media/Files/Legal-material/Reference-Documents/Constitution. Accessed in Feb. 14,
2019.
20
INTERPOL. Structure and governance: Executive Committee. Retrieved from:
https://www.interpol.int/About-INTERPOL/Structure-and-governance/Executive-Committee. Accessed in Feb.
14, 2019.
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Nevertheless, the Executive Committee shall hold meetings at least once a year and
every time it is summoned by the President. The functions of the EC include supervising and
executing decisions of the General Assembly, preparing agendas, submitting programs or
projects to the Assembly, and supervising the administration and work of the SecretaryGeneral.21 The president, however, has other duties, such as preside and direct discussions of
the Assembly, check the conformity of INTERPOL's activities and maintain contact with the
Secretary General.22
Along with the other two divisions, there is the Commission for the Control of
INTERPOL’s Files (CCF), which is responsible for the INTERPOL Information System. It
means that its role is supervisory, advisory and to ensure that the personal data of the
institution's General Secretariat are conform to INTERPOL's rules. 23 CCF's impartiality and
independence also guaranteed the title of data-protection authority with the International
Conference of Data Protection and Privacy Commissioners in 2003.24
Moreover, another important structure is the General Secretariat, located in France and
operating 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Its current Secretary General is Jürgen Stock,
working with a technical and administrative staff.25 About the General Secretariat duties, all of
them are in the article 26 of INTERPOL's Constitution, such as the application of decisions
from the General Assembly and EC and maintaining direct and constant contact with the
President of the Organization.26 However, one of the most important prerogatives is to keep
contact with national and international authorities, in addition to the National Central Bureaus
to complete article I of the Summary of the Wishes.27
To end with the structure's divisions, there are the National Central Bureaus (NCBs),
each of them located at one of INTERPOL's 194 member countries. 28 NCBs are the link
21

Ibidem.
Ibidem.
23
INTERPOL. Commission for the Control of Files (CCF). Retrieved from: https://www.interpol.int/AboutINTERPOL/Commission-for-the-Control-of-Files-CCF. Accessed in Feb. 14, 2019.
24
Ibidem.
25
INTERPOL. Structure and governance: General Secretariat. Retrieved from:
https://www.interpol.int/About-INTERPOL/Structure-and-governance/General-Secretariat. Accessed in Feb. 17,
2019.
26
INTERPOL. Constitution of the ICPO-INTERPOL. Retrieved from:
https://www.interpol.int/Media/Files/Legal-material/Reference-Documents/Constitution. Accessed in Feb. 14,
2019.
27
INTERPOL. SUMMARY OF THE WISHES. 1914. Retrieved from: https://www.interpol.int/AboutINTERPOL/History/1914-2014/INTERPOL-1914-2014/1914/Summary-of-the-Wishes. Accessed in Feb. 12,
2019.
28
INTERPOL. Structure and governance: National Central Bureaus. Retrieved from:
https://www.interpol.int/About-INTERPOL/Structure-and-governance/National-Central-Bureaus. Accessed in
Feb. 19, 2019.
22
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between national police's activities and the Organization's global network.29 It is believed to be
one of the most important divisions because of the direct exchange of contributions to the
Institution's criminal databases and cooperation on cross-border investigations, operations and
arrests.30
In order for the Organization's objectives to be achieved without disregard of
INTERPOL's rules, national and international laws in general, it is only natural for the
Institution to guide its actions in accordance to some principles. This is fundamental because
INTERPOL works with data processing, which can and is often used to identify people, find
criminals and prevent terrorism. In doing so, it is necessary that these data are in consonance
with the Declaration of Human Rights and have the maximum of truthfulness.31
Hence, the Organization has created a document called INTERPOL's Rules on the
Processing of Data, which lists several principles, divided into International Police Cooperation
and Information Processing, to inform how its members should deal with the huge database that
is available to them both access and edit.32 The first division of this document goes from article
5 to 9, which addresses the responsibility for the handling of such data, in which its members
shall be fully responsible for any unauthorized or incorrect use and / or storage of data by
INTERPOL and its consequences.33 It also states that NCBs and international entities should
always retain and control the data, taking into account the rules of the Organization.34
Another principle of this first part is the duty of NCBs and international entities to
ensure that messages sent are in compliance with INTERPOL rules. Concerning to the second
division, one of them is always pay attention to the purposes of an international police
cooperation.35 This means that the processing of data in the INTERPOL's Information System
has to be in accordance with the Organization's aims and activities. Among these purposes,

29

Ibidem.
Ibidem.
31
INTERPOL. INTERPOL’s Rules on the Processing of Data. Retrieved from:
https://www.interpol.int/Media/Files/Legal-material/Reference-Documents/INTERPOL%E2%80%99s-Ruleson-the-Processing-of-Data. Accessed in Feb. 21, 2019.
32
Ibidem.
33
Ibidem.
34
Ibidem.
35
INTERPOL. Constitution of the ICPO-INTERPOL. Retrieved from:
https://www.interpol.int/Media/Files/Legal-material/Reference-Documents/Constitution. Accessed in Feb. 14,
2019.
30
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explained in article 10, one is to search for wanted people, to locate a person or object that
intersperses the police and find ways to facilitate and make feasible forensic analyzes. 36
Furthermore, another principle is Lawfulness, which says that the Data processing in
the INTERPOL Information System must be in accordance with the laws applicables to the
National Central Bureau.37 The quality of the information is also an existing principle, and the
data must be accurate, relevant and not excessive in relation to their purpose.38
In addition, Transparency is the principle that the General Secretariat shall be
responsible for ensuring regarding data-processing operations and the functioning of the
Organization's databases.39 Concerning the principle of Confidentiality, it is imperative that the
data collected by INTERPOL must be accessible only to authorized personnel.40 Therefore, it
is the duty of the National Central Bureaus, national entities and international entities to assign
levels of confidentiality to the information they give to the Organization.41
Finally, Security is another fundamental principle for an agency that works with high
value information, as the data has to be protected against violation of its integrity and
confidentiality.42 All of these principles, however, are only relevant if the implementation is
effective. Therefore, it is necessary that all of INTERPOL's rules have to be followed. In
summary, INTERPOL is an Organization that seeks to improve techniques for the prevention
of international crime and terrorism, with the help of almost every country.43

INTERPOL. INTERPOL’s Rules on the Processing of Data. Retrieved from:
https://www.interpol.int/Media/Files/Legal-material/Reference-Documents/INTERPOL%E2%80%99s-Ruleson-the-Processing-of-Data. Accessed in Feb. 21, 2019.
37
INTERPOL. Constitution of the ICPO-INTERPOL. Retrieved from:
https://www.interpol.int/Media/Files/Legal-material/Reference-Documents/Constitution. Accessed in Feb. 14,
2019.
38
INTERPOL. INTERPOL’s Rules on the Processing of Data. Retrieved from:
https://www.interpol.int/Media/Files/Legal-material/Reference-Documents/INTERPOL%E2%80%99s-Ruleson-the-Processing-of-Data. Accessed in Feb. 21, 2019.
39
Ibidem.
40
Ibidem.
41
Ibidem.
42
INTERPOL. Constitution of the ICPO-INTERPOL. Retrieved from:
https://www.interpol.int/Media/Files/Legal-material/Reference-Documents/Constitution. Accessed in Feb. 14,
2019.
43
Ibidem.
36
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4 INTRODUCTION OF THE THEME
Recently, the new face of terrorism also known as an alarming possibility of an
outbreak of biological warfare has been causing fear in the entire global population, which
compromises the international security. In order to better understand this situation and try to
prevent and avoid the use of biological weaponry, the INTERPOL has decided to discuss about
this theme aiming to find mechanisms to engage and prevent a possible biological war.
First of all, it is important to clarify that biological weapons have been used since a
long time because they are considerably easy to make and are able to cause great and tragic
consequences. An attack by this kind of weaponry can cause numerous deaths of people, plants
and animals and can also contaminate natural resources, which harms society’s survival and
disrupts the development of a population.
In this context, it is evident that in addition to the losses involved, this kind of terrorism
has the main goal of disseminating fear, panic and insecurity as well as causing the loss of
confidence in the government. That is why this topic is extremely relevant and demands to be
discussed all over the world.
Many nations are signing treaties and conventions in order to protect themselves from
possible attacks and also be prepared to prevent and deal with a biological war. As an example,
it is possible to cite the Geneva Protocol (1925)44 and the Convention on the Prohibition of the
Development, Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons
and on their Destruction, usually referred to as the Biological Weapons Convention (1972).45

44

UNODA UNITED NATIONS OFFICE FOR DISARMAMENT AFFAIRS. 1925 Geneva protocol.
Retrieved from: https://www.un.org/disarmament/wmd/bio/1925-geneva-protocol/. Accessed in Feb. 21,
2019.
45
UNODA UNITED NATIONS OFFICE FOR DISARMAMENT AFFAIRS. Biological weapons. Retrieved
from: https://www.un.org/disarmament/wmd/bio/. Accessed in Feb. 21, 2019.
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5 HISTORICAL USAGES OF BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS
Biological disease-producing or poisoning agents used as weapons against enemy
personnel are an ancient strategy in the history of warfare. The first recorded use dates as far as
the 12th century, when in 1155, the Holy Roman Emperor Frederick Barbarossa commanded
the poisoning of the enemy’s garrison water wells with human corpses during his siege against
the city of Tortona, in Italy.46
The practice of biological warfare continued in the following centuries as many rulers,
countries and people used it against their enemies. The Mongols, in 1346, catapulted plagueinfested bodies over the walls of the port of Caffa, a city of the Crimean Peninsula. 47 The
Spanish, in 1495, mixed wine with the blood of leprosy patients to sell to their foes in Naples,
Italy.48 The British troops besieged in Fort Pitt (now Pittsburgh), in 1763, distributed blankets
from smallpox patients to Native American Indians.49
The previous examples are just a few of the many attacks that occurred in the last
millennium and it is not clear whether any of them really cause the spread of diseases, but the
intention of using biological agents to weaken or kill foes, is evident.

5.1 WORLD WAR I (1914-1918) AND WORLD WAR II (1939-1945)
The centuries passed and science progressed but new wars came and the use of
biological weapons evolved as well. New biological agents, either discovered or created, were
increasingly studied. The advent of the World War I (WWI) brought new attacks, secret
research programs and biological terror.50
The German Army was the first to try to use biological weapons of mass destruction
in the WWI although their attacks were on a rather small scale and not very successful. 51 They
created a clandestine program to secretly infect, with glanders and anthrax, horses and cattle
owned or destined to the Allied Army on both Western and Eastern fronts.52 An example of this

46

NATIONAL CENTER FOR BIOTECHNOLOGY INFORMATION. The history of biological warfare.
Retrieved from: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/pmc1326439/. Accessed in Mar. 04, 2019.
47
Ibidem
48
Ibidem.
49
ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA. Biological weapon. Retrieved from:
https://www.britannica.com/technology/biological-weapon#ref272095. Accessed in Mar. 04, 2019.
50
ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA. Biological weapon. Retrieved from:
https://www.britannica.com/technology/biological-weapon#ref272096. Accessed in Mar. 04, 2019.
51
Ibidem
52
ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA. Biological weapon. Retrieved from:
https://www.britannica.com/technology/biological-weapon#ref272096. Accessed in Mar. 04, 2019.
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undercover plan was the infection, prior to the shipment, of Argentinian livestock intended for
trade with Allies that resulted in the death of 200 mules in 1917 and 1918.53
In addition, there was in 1915 a deliberate German attempt to spread the plague in
Saint Petersburg to weaken the Russian resistance forces.54 The horrors occurred in World War
I, led most countries to sign in 1925 the Geneva Protocol, created to ban the henceforth use of
biological and chemical weapons in warfare.55
Although there is no documented evidence of biological weapons used in the World
War II (WWII), it is known that both sides had active research and development programs
(R&D). The Geneva Protocol did not stop Japan, one of the signatory parties, to violate the
treaty engaging in a massive clandestine program (for the research, development, production
and testing of biological weapons) and using them in a series of attacks in China starting in
1937 and during the entire WWII. They tested biological agents injecting and killing more than
3.000 subjects, including Allied war prisoners, with bubonic plague, typhus, smallpox, yellow
fever, tularemia, hepatitis, cholera, glanders, gas gangrene and others.56
The Japanese attacks against the Chinese led the Americans to invest in research in
order to understand any biological threats that could be used against them and prepare for
damage containment and retaliatory capability, if necessary.57 Also, United Kingdom, Germany
and Soviet Union had similar R&D58 programs during the Second World War, but only Japan
has been proved using biological warfare in attacks against enemy forces.59
5.2 COLD WAR (1947 – 1991)
Following the era of the World Wars, two years had passed when the Cold War started
and both sides, alongside with their respective allies started investing in large-scale R&D
programs of biological weapons production.60 During the late 1960s, the growing international
concern about these programs, specially United States of America’s large collection of
biological agents, and the ineffectiveness of the Geneva Protocol led to, in April 1972, the
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signing by more than 100 nations of the Biological Weapons Convention (BWC) that required
by law the halting and dismantlement of any R&D bioweapons programs. 61 The United States
of America (USA) and its allies complied with the terms and redirected the efforts towards the
research and creation of defensive methods, like vaccines, treatments and diagnostic tests for
possible biological threats.62
The Soviet Union, unlike the other signatory members, continued conducting a large
clandestine biological warfare program and, due to the lack of a verification regime to check
member’s compliance with the treaty, the violation of BWC was only discovered after the
demise of the Soviet Union in 1991.63 The Russian president of the time, Boris Yeltsin,
confirmed the violation and pledged to terminate what was left of the illegal program, while the
USA pledged to work with Russia to contain the spread of the biological warfare capabilities
that remained.64

5.3 INTERNATIONAL TREATIES
Wars always bring consequences to all sides, may they be good or catastrophic ones.
The most important triad of wars in human history was no different. The indiscriminate use of
bioweapons made necessary the creation of international treaties between the nations involved
in those wars trying to prevent further damage and helping to secure peace and cooperation.

5.3.1 THE GENEVA PROTOCOL (1925)
The Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or
Other Gases, and of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare was a direct consequence of the
atrocities committed in the WWI and part of a series of measures designed to avoid their
repetition.65 The international treaty signed in 1925 in the Geneva Conference by most of the
world’s countries had the goal to banish the use of biological and chemical weapons in
warfare.66
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The widespread use of asphyxiating gas during WWI unleashed a new era of humaninflicted mass destruction and spread alarm across the international community. The League of
Nations decided to take one step further the peace treaties signed by the victorious Allies after
the defeat of Germany and the Geneva Protocol was created.67
Since implemented, the Protocol is considered an import piece of international
legislation officially recognized and respected by most signatory countries, but its limitations
became evident right after the Conference. Several major nations as United Kingdom, France
and Soviet Union explicitly reserved the right to use the substances, now illegal, for retaliatory
purposes if needed.68
The crucial limitation consisted in the specific prohibition of use but not research,
development, production, storage or transfer of biological weaponry, and that flaw allowed
nations like the USA and Soviet Union to stockpile their own collection and supply of biological
agents. However, despite limitations the protocol remained the legal foundation for a series of
following international diplomatic treaties intended to prevent biological weaponry hazard.69
5.3.2 THE BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS CONVENTION (1972)
The “Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production and Stockpiling
of Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on Their Destruction” was the
international treaty subsequent to the Geneva Protocol created as an attempt to cover the flaws
of its predecessor. It not only banned the use of bioweapons in warfare but also prohibited all
development, production, acquisition, stockpiling or transfer of such kind of weapons. Signed
in London, Moscow and Washington D.C. on April 10, 1972, the convention was opened
afterwards for the signing of other states and began to take effect on March 26, 1975.
Subsequently, by 2013 more than 170 states had signed and ratified it and 10 had signed but
not ratified.70
The lack of an intrusive verification regime to check the compliance and observation
of the treaty's terms by the signatory members resulted in some violations during the Cold
War.71
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The BWC treaty is of vital importance because it provides the world with an
international norm making clear the illegitimacy of the use of biological weapons as tools for
warfare and statecraft and makes easier for the international community to pressure any
offending states to face military, economic and diplomatic sanctions, if any violations are
detected and exposed. In addition, the very presence of a treaty on biological weaponry as the
BWC helps making international pressure against non-signatory states to comply with the treaty
or at least restrict their use of bioweapons by creating an international norm.72

5.4 ACTUALITIES: RECENT ATTACKS USING BIOLOGICAL WEAPONRY
In recent years, due to the rapid development of synthetic biology and also the growth
of interests, especially economic, biological weapons are increasingly being done more easily
and efficiently. In this sense, considering further study of its scope and dispersion of pathogens,
it is important to know the last significant attacks on the world scene.

5.4.1. SVERDLOVSK, RUSSIA (1979)
In 1979 in Sverdlovsk, Russia, there was an anthrax epidemic which spread up to about
fifty kilometers from the site of spore release. It is estimated that the outbreak caused not only
the death of people (about 54 people were killed) but also the death of animals. At the time, the
Soviet authorities attributed the deaths to the ingestion of contaminated meat, however, a few
years later, European and American intelligence73 conducted surveys which found that the
epidemic occurred accidentally during the transfer of B. anthracis into containers in a military
lab.74

5.4.2 OREGON, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (1984)
In an attempt to influence the election results in 1984 in the state of Oregon (USA), a
religious sect carried out the largest biological attack ever recorded using pathogens as a
biological weapon. Trying to silence supporters of its political adversary, the sect cultivated
Salmonella typhimurium in a secret laboratory and, on the eve of the election, contaminated the
salads of some local restaurants, causing an outbreak of salmonellosis that affected
72
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approximately seven hundred and fifty one people. Only two years later it was discovered that
the contamination was not accidental but the result of a terrorist attack. This is a great example
of how difficult it is to contain a biological attack when it uses methods and pathogens that
mimic accidental outbreaks.75

5.4.3 IRAQ AND THE GULF WAR (1990-1991)
During the dictatorship of Saddam Hussein, Iraq created a program to develop
biological weapons, especially anthrax and other viruses, in order to use it in the Gulf War. It
is believed that Iraq, despite not using such weapons, has collaborated with the training of
terrorist groups in the field of bioweapons. In addition, Iraq and the Soviet Union have worked
together to develop botulinum toxin as a potential biological weapon. As a curiosity, it is known
that a gram of this toxin, when inhaled, can cause the death of about one million people.76

5.4.4 TOKYO, JAPAN (1998)
In 1998, in Tokyo, Japanese authorities discovered that the city had been targeted by
about eight biological attacks between 1990 and 1995 by a terrorist group called Aum
Shinrikyo.77 Despite the unsuccessful attempts, the group had a huge amount of money,
including a location in Australia where it could test its biological weapons. This situation shows
that even with the financial resources it is more difficult than it seems to carry out a biological
attack on a large scale.78

5.4.5 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (2001)
During 2001, the USA suffered a variety of terrorist attacks. With regard to
bioterrorism, the best known was the attack using anthrax spores, which had as main target
newspapers publishers and political representatives. However, the outbreak also hit other
people, causing five deaths and leaving seventeen people contaminated. It is important to
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emphasize that the American government has had an exorbitant expense to cope with the
situation, above all, with the cleaning of the infested buildings. This is a prime example of how
biological weapon attacks can undermine a government's financial budget, and leave many
sequels in a society. To this day, the impacts of this attack are felt by the USA, as numerous
packages and envelopes containing suspect white powder are often sent and intercepted in
political representative offices.79
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6 INTRODUCTION TO MODIFIED STRAINS
For military engineering, developing a new technology, like weapons, may be a huge
challenge. Beyond structure problems, the war industry must be always innovating in
stealthiness and accuracy to follow the worldwide expansion and globalization, which requires
a great amount of time, money, specialized manpower and other resources.
Since The Space Race (1955 - 1975), nations have hired scientists like physicians and
chemists to develop tools which could be used as weapons. A good example is The Manhattan
Project,80 conducted by Enrico Fermi who studied ways to turn the newest physic discover
(radioactivity) into a powerful weapon of mass destruction. After years of study on a
concentrated group and a series of field test, finally the world could watch the power of
uranium: Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
After years of technological advances, science evolved from theoretical previsions
to microbiology manipulation leading humanity and war engineering to a new era.
Biotechnology is employed when an engineering and scientific principles are applied to a
biological organism.81 This technique includes the use of biologic agents in processes ranging
from brewing (production of beer) to genetic editing.82
Therefore, this brand-new area is widely open to military industry and one of many
reasons is pathogens had a long time to evolve and adapt themselves to invade animal and plants
in order to survive. This fact itself attracts attention to certain organisms, considering factors
like infection time, virulence,83 treatment resistance and many others.84
The term strain refers to a specific variation of a pathogen. In biological rank, we have:
Specie →Sub-specie →Race →Strain (in decreasing order). That means two different strains
which belong to the same race can be differentiated by minimal details, but these little changes
can make the organism resistant to a specific medication, resulting in an evolutionary
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advantage.85
Seen this, the microbiologists could explore almost infinite strains from a single
bacteria (for example) to find one capable to resist to certain conditions. A recent study
conducted by scientists from various universities lead to a modified bacteria capable of curing
a rare blood condition. The specialists genetically edited a strain of bacteria which was able to
break an amino acid (present in cheese and meat). This process can not be done in deficient in
patients of phenylketonuria (also known as PKU) because these patients are unprovided of an
enzyme capable of break this amino acid. It was only possible because the modified strain
already had a similar capacity to break these byproducts.86

6.1 ANTHRAX
Anthrax is a disease caused by Bacillus anthracis, a gram positive, aerobic and
sporogenic bacteria, which can be naturally found in soil and, in general, affects wild animals
and herbivores.87 However, human beings can be contaminated if they come in contact with
infected animals or their products.88
The infectious form of anthrax is theirs spores that are easily found in nature, can be
produced in a lab, and can last for a long time in the environment.89 They are extremely
resistant, able to remain in the environment for decades, and can cause infection through
scratches on the skin, eating contaminated meat insufficiently cooked or inhalation.90The last
one is the deadliest form of infection, presenting a mortality rate of 85% to 90% in the absence
of adequate prophylaxis and treatment.91
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At this point it is important to know that anthrax makes a good biological weapon
because it can be released quietly and without anyone knowing. The microscopic spores are so
small that they are able to be introduced into powders, sprays, food, or water and the victims
will not be able to see, smell, or taste them, which certainly increases its attractiveness to be
chosen as a weapon of mass destruction.92
In history, anthrax has been used in bioterrorist attacks since WWI, when Scandinavia
deployed anthrax against the Imperial Russian Army and at WWII the British army used it to
weaken German livestock.93 In 1979, the Soviet Union accidently released airborne anthrax that
caused at least 79 cases of respiratory infection and 68 deaths.94
More recently, in 2001, letters containing a curious white powder began to appear in
the USA Senate's offices and media. These envelopes contained the spores of this deadly
bacterium, due to inhalation of these, 22 people were infected and five of these died.95
It is essential to portray that anthrax is naturally sensitive to penicillin, tetracyclines,
and many other antibiotics.96 However, within the context of a bioterrorist attack, the resistance
to these drugs is highly likely, considering that the Soviets already produced antibiotic resistant
strains of B. anthracis, during the Cold War.97
In addition, it is relevant to know that the first vaccine given to humans to prevent
anthrax was developed in the Soviet Union in 1943 by using living spores. This form of
immunization provides the safest and most effective protection, however, it is usually only
given to military and other select high-risk groups.98
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Picture 01 - Anthrax Letter.

Source: Anthrax Investigation.99

6.2 CHIMERA
The origin of the word chimera comes from Greek and Roman mythology, in which it
represents an animal that is a mixture between lion, goat and serpent into one monstrous
form.100 In modern genetic science, a chimeric organism is a life form that contains genes from
an other species than its own.101
The creation of a chimera is already possible by the Clustered Regularly Interspaced
Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR), which is a gene editing technology that allows
researchers to edit genomes, thereby easily modifying DNA sequences to alter gene function.102
This tool can be used to correct genetic defects and treat diseases; however, in the wrong hands
it has the potential for evil and, unfortunately, is becoming cheaper and therefore more
accessible to individuals engaged in bioterrorism.103
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It is noteworthy that in history the Soviets have already used techniques of genetic
modification to create Biological Weapons (BW). In fact, their BW first generation was made
from 1928 through 1971 by using classical genetic selection techniques as Mendelian selection
and its subsequent variations. The second program, from 1972 until 1993, used genetic
engineering with the aim of modifying the surface properties of bacteria and viruses, so that
pre-existing antibiotics and vaccines would not work.104
One of the deadliest projects of the Soviets was an attempt to create one chimera virus
that was half smallpox and half Ebola, so it could spread as quickly as smallpox and kill with
Ebola's strength. It is unknown if the Soviet deserter scientists have sold their research to
terrorist groups, nevertheless, since that time American scientists and government officials have
been preparing for the possibility of this chimera being fired.105
In this context, it is opportune to question whether from that time, it was already
possible to create a virus of this type, imagine what can be create today? What kind of horrors
can come to life when you combine the human desire to make war and the discoveries of genetic
engineering?

Picture 02 - The Chimera virus.

Source: LAMB.106
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6.3 RICIN
Ricin is a natural and stable toxin, derived from the castor oil plant that is available
across the globe.107 It can be deadly if eaten, inhaled or injected, and it is important to portray
that in the last two cases, very small doses of ricin are already lethal, since these routes of
exposure allow the toxin to immediately enter the bloodstream, which results in a rapid
distribution throughout the body.108
It can be used as a biological weapon agent, since it is cheap and easily produced in
large quantities. In addition, it is lethal, and until the present moment, there is no known vaccine
or treatment.109 Nevertheless, despite its high toxicity, ricin is probably more adequate and
effective for small-scale operations or killing of individuals than for use on a battlefield or a
mass attack on a city.110
It is important to say that, in history, the most famous use of ricin as a weapon of
assassination occurred at London in 1978, when Georgi Markov, an exiled Bulgarian citizen,
was stabbed in the leg with the tip of an umbrella that injected a tiny hollow sphere containing
ricin into his body and after three days, he was dead.111 Moreover, Iraq experimented to use
ricin in artillery shells, however was unable to make it work.112
Furthermore, its necessary to say that ricin can also be used to save lives instead of
taken, thanks to its toxicity, some of its properties can be used in the treatment of cancer. In
fact, one of the most promising applications is the production of immunotoxins. In this
technique, ricin can be attached to antibodies from tumor cells so that its toxin would destroy
the cancer cells without damaging the patient's healthy cells.113 Thus, the immunotoxin would
act as a true mini-torpedo that could attack the metastatic cancer cells or be able to penetrate
inoperable solid tumors.114
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Picture 03 - The castor oil plant.

Source: CDPH. 115

6.4. SUPERBACTERIA
The term superpathogen is a generic designation given to microorganisms which
developed the capacity to defend themselves against potent medicine cocktails.116 This kind of
organism is very common in hospital environment because most of pathogen can easily
colonize an immune-depressed organism. The origin of a superpathogen is associated with the
use of generic medicine without medical prescription (also known as self-medication). As well
as being very irresponsible, this will result in an army of resistant microorganisms, resulting in
a new challenge to pharmacy industry to identify the weakness of these pathogens. 117
Picture 04 - Development of a superbacteria118

Source: Own authorship.
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The figure (4) shows a simplified diagram of a development of a superbacteria. Note
the step (b) may occur naturally and the step (c) will follow in case of a adequate professional
prescription. The problem is repeatedly use of "random" medicine without consultation (shown
in step (d)). In Brazil, Klebsiella pneumoniae caused alarm in some spheres and attracted the
attention to some state health services. This bacteria is capable of resist most classes of medicine
antibiotics (the substance with healing effect on a pill) and restrict the cure options.119
This process also can occur with virus, fungi and protozoa. Notable in Human
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) treatment when patients are unable to take their antiviral
medication properly, causing a timelapse between doses and allowing more powerful strains to
adapt to cocktail effects next time it will be taken.120

6.5. BOTULISM
Known in medical area as Clostridium botulinum, the botulism agent is a potent and
lethal bacterium due to its toxin: the botulinum toxin (BTX), a large, heavy and complex
molecule. The necessary amount of BTX to kill an average human male is (approximately) 70
µg (it is, a little more than a millionth part of one single gram). This unique power makes the
BTX the most powerful naturally produced toxin known by humanity (one single gram can
easily kill over one million human beings).121
Despite the incredible death potential of BTX, it is commonly used in aesthetic
treatments. The largely known BOTOX applications are nothing but injecting an almost
infinitesimal amount of BTX in determinate areas (mainly in the face).122
The botulinum toxins have been developed into biological weapons because its
extreme potency and lethality. In 1939, Sir Frederick Banting included botulinum toxins in the
Canadian biological weapons arsenal. The agent was known as Agent X to the allies. It proved
unstable and difficult to mass produce. Seven pounds (almost three kilograms) of the biological
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agent was produced, but USA field tests proved the agent to be a failure.123

6.6 OTHER MODIFIED STRAINS
Basically, the creation of a biological weapon is (relatively) easy analyzing other
options. Since the information on the manufacture of biological weapons has been
disseminated widely on the Internet, and basic scientific information is within the reach of
many researchers at biological laboratories around the world, large possibilities of creation are
open.124
Table 01- Information related to bioweapons.

Name
Anthrax
Chimera
Ricin
Botulism

Caused by Biological type
Bacteria
Endospore
Hybrid
DNA
Plant
Biotoxin
Bacteria
Biotoxin

Modifiable
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Source: CFC.125

The most famous known pathogens are bacteria-like because they are easier to
manipulate, modify and spread (if the pathogen can be disseminated in water, air, animals,
plants and other ways) as can be seen in table (1).126
Despite this fact, a group of viruses are known in Africa and East Asia as Viral
Hemorrhagic Fevers (VHF), used to describe a severe multisystem syndrome.
Characteristically, the overall vascular system is damaged, and the body’s ability to regulate
itself is impaired. These symptoms are often accompanied by uncontrolled internal hemorrhage
(bleeding). However, the bleeding is itself rarely life-threatening. While some types of
hemorrhagic fever viruses can cause relatively medium illnesses, many of these viruses cause
severe, life-threatening disease.127
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6.6.1 EBOLA
Despite being documented since 1976, it was only in early 2014 the illness was known
by an outbreak in West Africa. The most notorious symptom may be hemorrhagic fever, but
the virus is actually one of many that can cause bleeding from the nose, mouth, ears and other
places.128
Control of outbreaks requires coordinated medical services and community
engagement. This includes rapid detection, contact tracing of those who have been exposed,
quick access to laboratory services, care for those infected, and proper disposals of the dead
through cremation or burial. Samples of body fluids and tissues from people with the disease
should be handled with special caution.129
Prevention includes limiting the spread of disease from infected animals to humans
by handling potentially infected meat only while wearing protective clothing, and by
thoroughly cooking meat before eating it. It also includes wearing proper protective clothing
and washing hands when around a person with the disease. An Ebola vaccine has been studied
in Africa with promising results.130
No specific treatment is available, although a number of potential treatments are being
studied. Supportive efforts, however, improve outcomes. This includes either oral rehydration
therapy (drinking slightly sweetened and salty water) or giving intravenous fluids as well as
treating symptoms.131

6.6.2 CRIMEAN-CONGO HEMORRHAGIC FEVER (CCHF)
The onset of Crimean-Congo Hemorrhagic Fever is sudden, with initial signs and
symptoms including headache, high fever, vomiting, back, joint and stomach pain. Red eyes, a
flushed face, a red throat, and petechiae132 on the palate are common. Symptoms may also
include jaundice133, and in severe cases, changes in mood and sensory perception. Unlike Ebola,
CCHF can be transmitted by mammal-mammal interaction or by tick (tiny arachnids) bites.134
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As the illness progresses, large areas of severe bruising and nosebleeds as well as
uncontrolled bleeding at injection sites can be seen, beginning on about the fourth day of illness
and lasting for around two weeks. In documented outbreaks of CCHF, fatality rates in
hospitalized patients have ranged from 9% to as high as 50%. The long-term effects of CCHF
infection have not been studied well enough in survivors to determine whether or not specific
complications exist. However, recovery is very slow.135
Picture 05 – A tick walking over a human skin.

Source: INTERTECH.136
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7 MECHANISMS TO PREVENT AND ENGAGE BIOLOGICAL WARFARE
In modern times, with the massification of the war instruments and the intensification
of the war on terror, there is an urgent schedule to discuss: the need to combat violence, and
damages and sequels from the use of biological weapons through mechanisms of prevention
and, if necessary, repression.
Of course, we have seen that biological weapons have peculiar and unique
characteristics, which, in practical terms, would naturally hinder any measure of combat,
repressive or preventive, to their use. Being by (i) the range of action of these weapons; (ii) ease
of dissipation of the biological content; (iii) massive power to destroy lives; as well as (iv) the
continuing nature of the damage caused by the use of such weapons, represented by the sequels
that may be left in a particular region or people’s generation who may be affected by the
consequences of such violence.137
Nevertheless, the discussion about its combat mechanisms becomes even more urgent,
raising some important issues: Is it up to international organizations to converge on solutions?
To countries, considering its sovereignty, to commit internationally and nationally not to use or
develop such weapons? To these same nations, the engagement in the internal policies of
criminalization, conscientization and general combat to the use of these arms? And when
biological weapons are developed and used by private groups, with the most diverse interests?
Or by individuals only? Which are the ways to avoid and repress the use of this biological
warfare power in so many diverse and adverse situations?
There are so many questions, with so many answers, that all need to be rethought and
converge in real and viable solutions, economically and practices from the point of view. The
question is: what is needed to do? And what is possible? These are the issues we will attempt
at the moment.
As is known, there are many types of substances that can be used as biological
weapons, from viruses, bacteria – specifically rickettsia138 – to genetically modified
microorganisms, or from toxins to subunits such as microtoxins, the list of materials only
increases daily, with the advancement of the scientific discoveries and technological
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developments that facilitate the synthesis of microorganisms that can be used for war
purposes.139
So, for this reason, we can divide the control and combat measures, on a national and
global scale, into three main fronts, in which integration of the various protagonists – or not –
at the international level becomes fundamental: (i) compliance measures of the Biological
Weapons Convention; (ii) measures that can be adopted in a macro-international perspective,
in representative bodies intermediated by the United Nations; and the (iii) measures to combat
this type of violence at a domestic or national level.140
During the validity of the Biological Weapons Convention, signed on June 29, 1972,
there have always been questions about the effectiveness of its normative text, especially in
relation to non-compliance by its signatories and the spread of this type of massive violence for
themselves. For this reason, an ad hoc Working Group – it is, made or happening specially for
this unique occasion – was set up, in international scope, with the objective of strengthening
and elaborating a protocol for monitoring and observing the compliance to the Convention.141

7.1 COMPLIANCE MEASURES OF THE BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS CONVENTION
So, as a first step, it is essential that the negotiations be intensified and concluded in
the Working Group, whose objective is nothing more than safeguarding the national and
international security, in common agreement and collective effort of its participants. As a result
of the full activity of the Working Group, it is imperative that the enhanced monitoring and
inspection protocol be concluded to prevent any collapse at international level, especially in the
negotiations.142
In sequence, it is also essential that the countries be able to intensify and strengthen
their biodefense facilities by creating and maintaining research laboratories of these
microorganisms with high levels of biosafety, which may even facilitate the production of
countermeasures on a large scale, such as the creation of vaccines, antidotes or prophylaxis
measures, aimed at the preservation of health and getting prepared for an eventual spreading
of viruses and toxins, for example.
Still, and perhaps even more importantly, we have the measures to inspect and ensure
the compliance of those procedures, such as the adoption of voluntary inspection visits. In
139
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mutually support of signatory or non-signatory States, it would be interesting, to all concerned,
to undertake voluntary inspections to clarify any possible doubts about the internal mechanisms
for combating the proliferation of biological weapons and the Convention compliance
measures, with in loco visits, to guarantee the effectiveness of the inspections.143

7.2 MACRO-INTERNATIONAL MEASURES
In the case of measures of macro perspective and international character, it is
fundamental to promote the development, expansion and improvement of the global
epidemiological surveillance systems, ensuring, together with the World Health Organization
(WHO), the monitoring, through an effective system of global surveillance, the production and
reproduction of viruses, toxins, bacteria and other microorganisms that can be used as weapons,
expanding the range of action of WHO and United Nations (UN) in this constant fight.144
In the same way, from the point of view of monitoring, the control and regulation of
trade in microorganisms is also fundamental. Fostering the creation of some international treaty,
convention or regulation to control the trade of microorganisms in general, ensuring that
dangerous biological substances are only marketed for scientific, legitimate, authorized and, no
less, monitored biomedical research. Also, periodic inspection becomes essential, through the
above-mentioned international inspection groups, to verify possible illegal transactions or the
practice of the so-called "black market" of commercialization of microorganisms for criminal
groups or purchasers unauthorized.145
And in the case of illegal commercial transactions, it is salutary to emphasize the
importance of criminalization or the existence of criminal and legal consequences, within each
country or even in an international perspective. To translate all such security measures into
conventions and treaties that may relate to the responsibility of each State in complying with
these procedures and which may, if necessary, assign strict penalties to disseminating agents
who hold possession, management and use of illegal practices involving biological weapons.146
Equally important is the creation of an international or representative body of States
aiming a thorough scientific study of biological weapons, under the care of the United Nations
and which has the competence, authority and capacity to receive, compile, translate and
distribute the security procedures to be adopted, including facilitating dialogue between
143
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Member States to promote an exchange of experience between countries and compilation of
effective measures that proved to be successfully in combat.147

7.3 DOMESTIC/NATIONAL MEASURES
Yet, there are national measures and initiatives, that each and every country, whether
or not signatories of the Biological Weapons Convention, can and should adopt to guarantee
national and international security.
Firstly, the premise of national initiatives, by each nation-state, should be the
establishment of a national policy of prevention, containment and biological countermeasures.
In other words, a national high-level plan of biosafety, involving civil and military actions, both
of containment (prevention) and countermeasures, with the establishment of strategies for
escape from emergencies, biological attacks or the spread of diseases from attacks or biological
accidents, for example. The countries need to be fully prepared for emergency situations, at the
risk of humanitarian catastrophes. In this context, it is essential that the national armed forces
increase their capacity for prevention, containment and countermeasures, highlighting and
increasing the role of the army, navy and air force in each country in combating this type of
violence. It is a recurring tactic of war, used in cyclical episodes in the history of mankind, as
we have seen since at the most wars.148
And in the case of attacks by para-governmental organizations, it is important to
mention the prevention of the use of biological weapons by organized crime and by criminal
associations that control the underworld of crime, forming the so-called parallel state
phenomena within the countries. In Brazil, in specific, there are real criminal organizations with
branched structures, organized and possessing a true war arsenal, controlling the various
localities, neighborhoods and communities in the most diverse cities, financed by illicit
activities such as drug trafficking.149
These organizations, of course, have the financial resources and willingness to act that
may, eventually, lead to the use of biological weapons. 150 That is why the urgency for an
effective and active posture by the armed forces of each country.
In addition, a national network of epidemiological surveillance emerges, according to
experts - such as the Brazilian Valdi Tutunji, a biologist, university professor and researcher at
147
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the Clinical Pathology Unit of the Microbiology Laboratory of the Federal District Base
Hospital - as an exceptional measure in combat and efficacy policies to prevent the use of
biological weapons.151 It is necessary, according to the researcher to "improve the current
systems of epidemiological surveillance and health intelligence”, establishing "an agile network
of information that allows the recognition of isolated cases and epidemics in real time
throughout the national territory" of the countries.152
And talking about a national surveillance network, nothing more fundamental than a
national policy of inspection of industrial facilities - mainly biomedical and pharmaceutical,
which of course have all the technological and scientific apparatus for the production and
conservation of microorganisms which may be used for war purposes. Since various fronts
acting as national sanitary surveillance agencies, establishing safety parameters and licensing
of the processes of microorganisms manipulation, in order to avoid accidents of dissemination
of diseases, to the technical bodies of industries inspection that work with biotechnology and
molecular biology, these are all essential measures for start thinking about combating and
preventing violence through biological weapons.153
However, in order to think about internal prevention policies that are effective, it is
beneficial to have a continuous and transparent dialogue between the countries, and between
them and corporations or large industries, promoting the development of cooperation programs
and Business Compliance techniques.154
And just about compliance, it cannot be adopted only by the companies and industries
that work with biotechnology and pharmaceuticals, but also by the states themselves. A strict
and effective assumption of their responsibilities is necessary in the light of the provisions of
international treaties dealing with the non-proliferation of biological weapons, such as the
Biological Weapons Convention.155
Finally, it is fundamental to promote the empowerment and highlighting of developed
countries to take on a leadership role in countries that do not have as much biotechnological
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and industrial capacity, by promoting dialogue with experiences trades about internal measures
to prevent and combat the war against bioterrorism and biological accidents, discussing and
reaching solutions to the financing or even exchange of technologies and human material
capable of engaging in biosafety and defense measures.156
It is also important to note that, even in the handling of these microorganisms and the
transformation of viruses, bacteria and etc., into weapons of mass destruction, those responsible
for this scientific handling are exposed to the risks and consequences of such biological beings,
which is why it is even more essential to adopt safety measures and biomedical facilities for
proper handling of this material.
In these specific cases, it is necessary to development of measures such as (i)
biomedical biological containment facilities, such as those pointed out by the Laboratory
Biosafety Manual157, collated by the World Health Organization; (ii) fermenters "capable of
culturing pathogenic microorganisms, viruses and toxin production, without aerosol
propagation and having a capacity equal to or greater than 100 liters", including bioreactors,
chemostats and continuous flow systems; (iii) centrifuges that are capable of separating
microorganisms without the propagation of aerosols, with flow capacity equal to or greater than
100 liter per hour, stainless steel or titanium components, containment rooms with insulation
doors and in situ158 sterilization capacity; (iv) flow filtration equipment with a capacity of 5
cubic meters or more and in situ sterilization; (v) buildings and installations with total protection
of environments and insulators - or cabins - of security with high standards of reliability; (vi)
sterilizable lyophilization159 equipment with specific condensation capacity; (vii) aerosol
inhalation chambers, designed for inhalation testing of such toxins and microorganisms; among
many other microencapsulation equipment of these biological beings, clean work rooms, with
equipment that provide the airflow with filters.160
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These, and so much more, are just a few measures that can – and need – to be provide
by all the interested in combating and prevention of biological disasters.
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8 CONCLUSION
As we have comprehended throughout the reading of our guide, the INTERPOL is
able to give society a work of excellence in the prevention of international crimes and terrorism,
being of prime importance the collaboration of member countries161. The new and dark face of
terrorism, give this organization the great responsibility to discuss the subject and set goals in
order to avoid possible tragedies.
With the knowledge acquired during the study of the theme, it is hoped to establish a
dialogue, with the heads of state, in order to achieve a sense of security in the face of these
threats. Reflecting about questionings as if the country have an imminent risk of bioterrorist
attacks and the importance of country's policies on controlling bioterrorism, for example.
The enormous importance of debating this theme that has been present in the world's
conflicts for so many years is notorious, but it remains current as new discoveries and
technologies emerge, so a discussion is urgently needed to understand how a partnership
between nations can contribute to the eradication of bioterrorism, and deal better with the
administration of such technologies in order to use them for good.
In this way, the INTERPOL deeply hope that all delegation are encouraged to
contribute to this great meeting, in order to discuss the prerogatives and consequences of this
grim face of bioterrorism, and debating so that global harmony and security is more and more
tangible and concrete.
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